Welcome to the Agile2016 Audacious Salon for Distributed Agile

Updated: July 26, 2016
Our purpose (for this Audacious Salon)

To invite and support ongoing exploration over the next year through online conversations, experiments and conferences to explore better ways of working dispersed.
HARDSHIPS OFTEN PREPARE ORDINARY PEOPLE FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY DESTINY...

-C.S. LEWIS
Who might struggle?

- People seeking answers
- Those new to agile
- People looking for a training workshop
- Anyone looking for a silver bullet solution for the distributed team challenges
Kubi

The Kubi is a telepresence technology that allows the remote participant to “look around the room” and to “face others” when talking with them.

See more at http://revolverobotics.com
The virtual space (in Sococo)

Audacious Salon will start here.

This space will be available throughout the conference.
Why this technology?

Goals:

Show technologies that the agile community may not have seen

Allow some remote participation to experience distributed collaboration

Not a goal

Not to pitch a specific technology

Not to have the technology distract from the conversations
Consider SAFETY on distributed communication

**Back Channel** - always have all hailing frequencies open (chat); someone should always monitor

**Buddy System** - each remote person has a “buddy” at the table to make sure they are connected to the team (paired communication)

**Co-Pilot** – someone that can help you coordinate the whole team (paired facilitation)
Agenda
We intend rounds of conversations

Round 1 - Agile Community (evolution or delusion)...
Round 2 - Distributed Practice community (formation for the next year… )
Round 3 - Practice in teams… individual experiences, tools, translations of core agile practices
Round 4 - Experiments

(order subject to change)
What does “Move” mean in the virtual space?

You may have a choice of joining a different table in the physical conference room by either:

- Moving to a new breakout room in Sococo
- Driving a Kubi telepresence robot
Will you join our conversations to map this new world?

Discoveries shared at http://remotelyagile.info